
A LITERARY ANALYSIS OF THE GILDED AGE A TALE OF TODAY

Purpose and Practice of the Movie Business, used The Gilded Age as a metaphor for Hollywood.

Two of C. Succeeding presidential administrations were less corrupt, but the influence of America's
rapidly-expanding wealth did leave its mark on public life, as many politicians embraced a governing
philosophy rooted in the premise that this economic elite should be allowed to pursue its endeavors with
minimal government interference. Set in a fictionalized version of the resort, called New Bethesda, the book
offers a perceptive account of the process of class social definition addressed by Wharton and Howells. A
common interpretation of these years suggests that in , industrialists and politicians who had long operated
without restraint suddenly faced a new president and an increasingly concerned middle class, anxious to
reform the abuses they perceived in American economic and political life. In contrast to the unbounded social
fluidity described by Twain and Warner, Wharton focuses on the entrenched, but beset, ruling commercial
elite of the Gilded Age. The book does not touch upon other themes now associated with the "Gilded Age,"
such as industrialization, monopolies, and the corruption of urban political machines. Bolton's land, wins Ruth
Bolton's heart and appears destined to enjoy a prosperous and conventionally happy marriage. The novel was
written by Bostonian Jane Patterson, who along with her minister husband spent many summers at Poland
Spring. The rest of the Hawkins story line focuses on their beautiful adopted daughter Laura. They make a
journey with a group intent on surveying land in Tennessee in order to acquire it for speculation. The label
stuck. At the turn of the century, we can detect a shift in the public consensus, a growing sense that earlier
confidences that industrial leaders would build a prosperous and equitable society may have been misplaced.
Development depended on competition; economic and social progress brought failure as well as success. By
the last decades of the century, their share of the national wealth had precipitously declined and their iconic
place in the American imagination was at risk. Rising out of the carnage of four years of civil war and a failed
attempt both to reconstruct the South and reconcile race relations, Americans turned their attention during the
last quarter of the nineteenth century from political debates over the nature of the nation and moral
considerations of civil rights to economic projects of physical expansion and material wealth. A more
interdisciplinary thematic approach to the era, which includes an interesting analysis of the cultural
significance of the White City, is The Incorporation of America by Alan Trachtenberg, which was published
in  The authors shared writing responsibilities for a sprawling novel that intertwines several story lines, bound
together by two main themes â€” romance and speculation, love and money, each of which can lead to ruin.
All could agree that profound changes were taking place in the country. Laura's Washington visitors include
"Mrs. Yet whether Gilded Age contemporaries condemned or defended the social and economic forces at play,
and whether historians find Twain's or Sumner's assessment of the period more compelling, almost all agree
that things began to change around the turn of the century. Many still perplex and plague us in our own
modern times, too. A parallel story written by Warner concerns two young upperclass men, Philip Sterling and
Henry Brierly, who seek their fortunes in land in a novel way. Initially, they, too capitalized on the new
technologies and new markets of America's growing economy. During those years, America's economy did
grow at an extraordinary rate, generating unprecedented levels of wealth. During his rise, Silas Lapham sets
about becoming a solid and accepted member of the urban upper middle class, learning the social customs of
Boston Brahmin aristocracy, building a new home in the Back Bay, and attending to the affairs of his two
marriageable daughters. He also appears ready to overcome his passivity: "The spell is broken, the life-long
curse is ended! However, after a failed attempt to pursue a career on the lecture circuit, her spirit is broken,
and she dies regretting her fall from innocence. Twain and Warner got the name from Shakespeare's King
John : "To gild refined gold, to paint the lily Two other topics readers may want to explore are literature of the
countryside and literature of the neglected. This series will examine one the most pivotal yet most neglected
eras of United States history, one that began to define the parameters of the modern world in which we live.
The character was named Escol Sellers in the first edition and changed to Beriah when an actual George Escol
Sellers of Philadelphia objected. This was the Gilded Age that Mark Twain lampooned so viciously. The
debauchery of the imposter Dr.


